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One of the most important issues for power suppliers in the deregulated electric industry is how to bid into the electricity auction market to satisfy their profit-maximizing goals. Based on the Q-Learning algorithm, this paper presents a novel supplier bidding strategy to maximize supplier’s profit in the long run. In this approach, the supplier bidding strategy is viewed as one kind of stochastic optimal control problem and each supplier can learn from experience. A competitive day-ahead electricity auction market with hourly bids is assumed here, where no supplier possesses the market power and all suppliers winning the market are paid based on their own bid prices. The dynamics and the incomplete information of the market are considered. The impact of suppliers’ strategic bidding on the market price is analyzed. Agent-based simulations are presented. The simulation results show the feasibility of the proposed bidding strategy.
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1. Introduction

In the past decade, the electric utility industry in many countries around the world has been undergoing fundamental structural changes to introduce competition and enhance efficiency. The traditional vertically integrated utility is deregulated to open up the system to the market, in response to the pressures of privatization and customer demands. Electricity and services can be sold and purchased as a commodity through different market structures. Under this deregulated and competitive environment, economics and profitability have become the major concern of every market participant, and each of them will act in his/her own self-interest in this new environment.

Among the proposed market structures, the electricity auction market has been widely experienced and implemented in different countries with different protocols. Market participants—electricity suppliers, and distribution companies—are required to submit their sealed bids to the auction market to compete for power energy. All participants winning the auction will be paid based on the rules agreed upon by the participants. Thus, the bidding strategy, which is essential for a successful business in this auction market, is becoming one of the most important issues in deregulated electric industry. Market participants can greatly improve their benefits by strategic bidding.

Developing bidding strategies for competitive suppliers has been studied by many researchers in recent years. Game theory (1) is naturally the first choice to deal with this issue and lots of works have been done using this traditional theory. In Ref. (2), a Nash game approach is used to study the pricing strategy in the deregulated power marketplace, where each participant has incomplete information about others. A method using Cournot non-cooperative game theory to determine the optimal supply quantity for each power producer in an oligopoly electricity market is presented in Ref. (3). The results show that the estimation accuracy of production cost functions of rivals plays an important role in this market. Different electricity market rules and their effects on bidding behaviors in a non-congestion grid are analyzed in Ref. (4). The authors conclude that generators can take advantage of congestion in their strategic bidding behavior.

But game theory is not the only solution to this problem. In fact, due to the complexity, dynamics and uncertainty of the restructured electricity market, evolutionary computation algorithms and reinforcement learning are receiving increasing attention recently and becoming major tools in solving this problem. A genetic algorithm is developed in Ref. (5) to evolve the bidding strategies of participants in a double auction market. Markov Decision Process is used to optimize the bidding decisions to maximize the expected reward over a planning horizon in Ref. (6). The optimal bidding problem is modeled as a stochastic optimization problem in Ref. (7), and, a Monte Carlo approach based method and an optimization based method are developed to solve this problem. An agent-based simulation model of a wholesale electric market is developed in Ref. (13) to provide a source for
strategic insight into the diverse aspects of the emerging electricity marketplace, and Q-Learning algorithm is used to generate the price offers for generation companies in a bilateral contracts market for electricity.

In this paper, the bidding strategy is viewed as one kind of stochastic optimal control problem known as the Markovian Decision Problem (MDP)\(^{(19)}\), and Q-Learning algorithm\(^{(19)}\) is used to develop an optimal bidding strategy for suppliers to maximize their long-term profits in a daily repeated electricity auction market. It is assumed that no supplier possesses the market power, which can be used to manipulate the market price to satisfy his/her own interest. Each market participant in this market is assumed to have only information on his/her own cost and the publicly available information of the market, but lack information on other participants. The market participants are also assumed to be so many that it is very difficult for each supplier to estimate other participants' bidding behaviors. But, each participant is designed to have the ability to use the public information of the market and to learn from experience.

Currently, there are two major market pricing rules adopted in the electricity auction markets around the world. One is the uniform pricing rule, the other is the discriminatory pricing rule ("pay-as-bid"). Which one is the better mechanism for electricity auction markets is still an open question. It is also widely believed that, developing bidding strategy under different market designs can provide a deep insight into the complex new electricity markets and identify how rules can be altered to improve the performance of the market. Based on these considerations, in this paper, we use the electricity auction market, which is under discriminatory pricing rule, as the stage on which we develop bidding strategy for electricity suppliers. And simulation results will show that, even under the discriminatory pricing rule, when the power supply is bigger than the power demand, intensive competition among suppliers forces them to bid prices close to their true costs.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the model of a day-ahead electricity auction market. Section 3 presents the Q-Learning algorithm and the proposed supplier bidding strategy. Section 4 shows the simulation results, which is based on a multi-agent simulation method. Section 5 gives the conclusion and future work.

2. A Day-ahead Electricity Auction Market

A day-ahead electricity auction market with no demand-side bidding is assumed here. In this day-ahead auction market, all suppliers wishing to sell power tomorrow must submit their bids today to an Independent Contract Administrator (ICA)\(^{(18)}\), who will clear the market, determine which supplier should be used to meet the forecasted load, and check if the security and reliability constraints of the power system are satisfied. The relationship of the ICA and suppliers is shown in Fig. 1.

![Fig. 1. The relationship of suppliers and the ICA](image)

Everyday suppliers submit their sealed bids with price ($/MWh) and quantity (MW) at which they are willing to sell during the next day to compete for the power load forecasted by the ICA. An example of forecasted power load by the ICA is shown in Fig. 2. In this paper, hourly bids rule is used, that is, each supplier submits 24 separate hourly bids everyday to compete for power load over the 24-hour of the next day.

The bids from suppliers are ranked by the ICA from the cheapest to the most expensive to construct a supply curve on an hourly basis. Fig. 3 gives an example of the supply curve. The ICA will then select the cheapest supplier until the load of each hour of the next day is met. It should be pointed out that we regulate in this clearing algorithm, when the bidding prices of several suppliers are the same, the supplier with smaller bidding quantity is given the first priority to be accepted to protect the medium-and-small size enterprises.

At the end of every trading day, each supplier is notified of his hourly dispatched power (MWh), which is the quantity called into operation during the next day, and
the hourly market price ($/MWh), which is assumed to be the only publicly available information to each sup-plier in this paper. The market price at hour $h$ is defined to be the average bidding price $P_{\text{avg}}(h)$ of dispatched suppliers at hour $h$ as follows:

$$P_{\text{avg}}(h) = \frac{\sum_{i=0}^{n-1} Dp(i, h) \ast P(i, h)}{\sum_{i=0}^{n-1} Dp(i, h)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $n$ denotes the number of the suppliers in the electricity auction market, $P(i, h)$ represents the bidding price ($$/MWh) of supplier $i$ at hour $h$, and $Dp(i, h)$ is the dispatched power (MWh) of supplier $i$ at hour $h$.

In general, increasing the amount of information available to all bidders could increase the efficiency of the auction market. Therefore, it is better for the Independent Contract Administration (ICA) to publish other information, such as the maximum and minimum bid prices of everyday, as well as the hourly market price. But, the problem is that increasing the amount of publicly available information could at the same time lead to the risk of making the unexpectedly collusive behavior between bidders easier to implement. Therefore, we assume in this paper that the hourly market price is the only publicly available information to all bidders in an attempt to reduce the potentiality of collusive behavior between bidders.

Each supplier winning the market is paid based on a discriminatory pricing rule. Although the discriminatory pricing rule is not so much popular, it is used in UK balancing market (9). According to this pricing rule we adopt here, winners are paid at their own bidding prices. The reward $\pi(i, h)$ from the bid of each supplier $i$ at hour $h$ is calculated based on the bidding price $P(i, h)$, unit production cost $C_i$ and the dispatched power $Dp(i, h)$:

$$\pi(i, h) = (P(i, h) - C_i) \ast Dp(i, h)$$ \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $C_i$ ($$/MWh$) is the unit production cost of supplier $i$’s power supply. It should be noted that, in this simplified model, each supplier’s production cost is represented as a linear function of his dispatched power, and no startup costs and shut down costs are considered here. In practice, the unit production cost of each supplier's power supply varies with the total output of power supply, and startup costs, shut down costs and ramp rates of generator cannot be ignored.

3. Developing Bidding Strategy Through Q-Learning Algorithm

Q-Learning (QL) algorithm is a reinforcement learning algorithm (16) proposed by Watkins for solving the Markovian Decision Problems with incomplete information. It does not need an explicit model of its environment and can be used on-line to find the optimal strategy through experience obtained from the direct interaction with its environment. These features make it well suitable for dealing with the decision-making problems in the repeated games against unknown opponents, such as the bidding strategy in the electricity auction market. Based on the Q-Learning algorithm, this section provides an optimal bidding strategy for suppliers to maximize their profits in the day-ahead electricity auction market.

3.1 Q-Learning Algorithm

Assume that a learning agent interacts with its environment at each of a sequence of discrete time steps, $t = 0, 1, 2, \ldots$, as shown in Fig. 4. And let $S = \{s_1, s_2, s_3, \ldots, s_n\}$ be the finite set of possible states of the environment and $A = \{a_1, a_2, a_3, \ldots, a_m\}$ be the finite set of admissible actions the agent can take. At each time step, the agent senses the current state $s_t = s \in S$ of its environment, and on that basis selects an action $a_t = a \in A$. As a result of its action, the agent receives an immediate reward $r_t$, and the environment’s state changes to the new state $s_{t+1} = s' \in S$ with a transition probability $P_{ss'}(a)$.

The objective of the agent is to find an optimal policy $\pi^*(s) \in A$ for each state $s$ to maximize the total amount of reward it receives over the long run. Q-Learning algorithm provides an efficient on-line approach to determine the optimal policy by estimating the optimal Q-values $Q^*(s, a)$ for paired states and admissible actions.

The Bellman optimality equation for $Q^*(s, a)$ is given as follows:

$$Q^*(s, a) = \max_a \left[ \sum_s P_{ss'}(a) [R^*_s + \gamma \max_a Q^*(s', a)] \right]$$ \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $R^*_s = r_t$ is the immediate reward from taking action $a$ in the state $s$ and transitioning from state $s$ to $s'$, and $\gamma (0 \leq \gamma \leq 1)$ is a scaling factor used to discount the future rewards. If $\gamma$ is small, it means that the expected future rewards count for less.

Any policy selecting actions that are greedy with respect to the optimal Q-values is an optimal policy (17). Thus, the optimal policy is

$$\pi^*(s) = \arg \max_a Q^*(s, a)$$ \hspace{1cm} (4)

Without knowing the $P_{ss'}(a)$, the Q-Learning algorithm can find the $Q^*(s, a)$ in a recursive manner by using the available information $a_t$, $s_{t+1}$ and $r_t$. The update rule for Q-Learning is

where $\alpha$ is the learning rate and

$$\Delta Q_t(s, a) = \{r_t + \gamma \max_{a'} Q_{t+1}(s_{t+1}, a')\} - Q_t(s, a).$$

The learning rate $\alpha$ ($0 < \alpha \leq 1$) reflects the degree to which estimated Q-values are updated by new data. High values imply more rapid updates, with a risk of instability.

If the Q-value for each admissible state-action pair $(s, a)$ is visited infinitely often, and the learning rate $\alpha$ decreases over the time step $t$ in a suitable way, then as $t \to \infty$, $Q_t(s, a)$ converges with probability one to $Q^*(s, a)$ for all admissible pairs $(s, a)$.

### 3.2 QL-based Supplier Bidding Strategy

In the repeated day-ahead electricity auction market, each supplier will attempt to maximize his/her profit in a long run and to reduce risks. The need to maximize profit and manage risks at the same time is becoming a dominant industry problem. Based on the Q-Learning algorithm, a bidding strategy for suppliers is developed to balance the tradeoff between the expected profit and risks. As we assumed in the above section that the production cost of each supplier at each hour is a linear function of his dispatched power, so each supplier will bid his maximum generation capacity (MW) as his bidding quantity at each hour of every trading day to attempt to maximize his profit in this auction market, with an expectation that his generator will run at the maximum capacity all day. Therefore, the bidding strategy results in an hourly bidding price decision-making problem.

As described earlier, it is assumed that each supplier has information only on his/her own cost and the public information of hourly market price, but lacks of information on the rivals. Thus, the bidding process is a stochastic process. During this stochastic bidding process, each supplier will attempt to meet his/her objectives of:
- increasing his/her profit from day to day,
- satisfying the target utilization rate on his/her generator everyday,

as described in Ref. (10). The target utilization rate is defined as the ratio between the expected dispatched power (MWh) and the maximum power output (MWh) of generator everyday.

To apply the Q-Learning algorithm in the bidding strategy for suppliers to achieve their objectives, it is necessary to define the states, actions, and rewards first.

1. **States** The state of environment is represented by the market price, and has 20 different levels which is equally distributed between 0$/MWh and the market ceiling price that is specified to 20$/MWh here. As shown in Fig.5, if the market price is within the interval of [19, 20] $/MWh, then the environment's state is in state 19. It should be noted that the state of environment should include other market information such as predict power load of the next trading day, but these are not taken into account here for simplicity.

2. **Actions** Each rational supplier will generate bidding price between his/her unit production cost and the market ceiling price. Therefore, it is assumed here that each supplier's admissible actions are represented by 20 intervals which are equally distributed between his/her unit production cost and the market ceiling price, as shown in Fig.5. Applying an action $a$ is to randomly generate a bidding price in the $a$th interval.

3. **Rewards** Taking into account the requirement of utilization rate on supplier's generator everyday, it is assumed here that it is required a constant utilization rate on generator for each hour of everyday, for simplicity. The reward of supplier $i$ from his bids at hour $h$ under action $a$ and state $s$, considering the constant utilization rate for that hour, is calculated based on the following formula, which can be viewed as a penalty function:

$$r_{i,h}(s, a) = \pi(i, h) * \left( \frac{ut_{h,a}(h)}{ut_{i}} \right)^{n}$$

where $ut_{h,a}(h)$ is the actual utilization rate at hour $h$, and $u_{i}$ is a constant which shows how strictly a supplier tries to satisfy the requirement of utilization rate. If $n$ is large, it implies that the supplier is strict in satisfying the requirement of utilization rate, and can be thought to be of risk averse type. If $n = 0$, there is no penalty effect on the reward, and the supplier can be viewed to be opportunistic.

### 3.3 Algorithm Implementation

As described earlier, startup costs, shut down costs and ramp rates of generators are not considered. It implies that whether the operation status of generator is on or off at any hour, it does not affect the operation status of generator at the next hour. Therefore, the whole day profit-maximizing problem can be decomposed into an hourly profit-maximizing problem. Based on this consideration, in this paper, Q-values for state-action pairs at each hour of a supplier are stored in a lookup table. An example of the Q-values for state-action pairs is given in Table 1, where the Q-values in bold style are the maximum values under each state and the actions associated with them are the optimal actions a supplier would take most likely.

The steps of suppliers' learning and bidding are given as follows:
Table 1. An example of the Q-values of state-action pairs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Action 13</th>
<th>Action 14</th>
<th>Action 16</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State 15</td>
<td>403</td>
<td>379</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State 16</td>
<td>485</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State 17</td>
<td>479</td>
<td>529</td>
<td>298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State 18</td>
<td>501</td>
<td>552</td>
<td>602</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1) Step 1: State identification At the beginning of the current trading day, each supplier uses the publicly available 24 separate hourly market prices on the previous trading day as the 24 hourly states of the current trading day.

(2) Step 2: Action selection After having obtained the 24 hourly states, each supplier inquires his/her Q-value lookup tables to select the optimal action with maximum Q-value in each state and generate the bidding price at each hour according to the definition of an action.

To balance the exploration and exploitation of suppliers’ learning from the dynamic electricity auction market, ε-greedy method is introduced to the QL-based supplier bidding strategy. That is, during the action selection process, the supplier selects most of the time an action a with maximum Q(s, a) in the state s; but, with a small probability ε, he also randomly selects an action a from all the admissible actions in the state s, independently of the Q-values Q(s, a), to explore the new optimal bidding strategy in the dynamically competitive market.

(3) Step 3: Q-value update At the end of the current trading day, after being notified of the dispatched power and the market price at each hour, each supplier calculates the rewards according to Eq. (7), and updates the Q-values of each hour based on the available rewards and next states which are the hourly market prices of current trading day, according to Eqs. (5), (6).

4. Simulation Results

An agent-based simulation method is developed here to test the bidding strategy proposed in the above section. The application of agent-based simulation method to deal with issues in the deregulated electricity industry is a newly promising research area. In this paper, it is assumed that there are 10 adaptive agents, each of them representing a supplier who participates in the day-ahead electricity auction market and is able to explore and exploit the optimal bidding strategy to meet his/her profit-maximizing goal in the competitive environment. Table 2 gives the maximum capacities, unit production costs and strategic parameters of those agents. As can be seen from the capacity levels of all agents, no supplier possesses the market power since no agent has the dominant market share.

According to the definition of each strategic parameter, these 10 agents can be divided into two categories. Agents with parameters: α = 0.7, γ = 0.1, ε = 0.1, n = 2 can be viewed to be risk averse; others can be thought to be of opportunistic type. Comparing the agents of opportunistic type, these risk averse agents can adjust their optimal policy quickly as the environment changes, count the expected future rewards for less when making their decisions (selecting the optimal actions), maintain enough ability to explore new optimal bidding strategy in dynamic environment and are less greedy.

To obtain the initial Q-values of each agent at each hour, the simulation process is designed to run first for 10,000 trading days with the forecasted power demand by the ICA shown in Fig. 2. During this initial process, the learning rate α is designed to be state-action dependent varying with time, as used in Ref. (14). That is, the learning rate α(s, a) of each agent at hour h on the trading day d is inversely proportional to the visited number βd,h(s, a) of state-action pair (s, a) up to the present trading day, as follows:

$$\alpha_{d,h}(s, a) = \frac{1}{\beta_{d,h}(s, a)} \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad (8)$$

After this learning process, the learning rate α is set back to the value shown in Table 2, and the learned initial Q-values are used to develop optimal bidding strategy proposed in the Section 3.

Firstly, the impacts of the proposed bidding strategy on the market price are investigated. With the learned Q-values, the simulation process are carried out for another 1,000 trading days under the same power demand condition as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 6 shows the average hourly market price during
Table 3. The average daily rewards and actual utilization rate of the 10 agents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>agent</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>rewards ($)</td>
<td>7316</td>
<td>7333</td>
<td>6957</td>
<td>6965</td>
<td>6009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>actual utilization rate</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 8. The average hourly market price of the final 200 trading days 1) during the first 1,000 trading days, and 2) during the second 1,000 trading days

Fig. 9. The market price 1) at hour 11, and 2) at hour 14 of everyday during the 2,000 trading days

the 1,000 trading days. As shown in this figure, the intense competition among agents leads to the lowest market prices during the off-peak load periods such as at hour 0, 1 and so on, where the electricity supply is much bigger than the power demand. However, during the peak load period from hour 12 through 18, at which there are shortages of the power supply, the market prices are very close to the market ceiling price due to the agents’ learning to exercise market power. These facts show that the proposed QL-based bidding strategy is successful in generating optimal bidding prices at different hours for agents in the day-ahead electricity auction market.

Table 3 gives the average daily rewards and actual utilization rate of these 10 agents during the 1,000 trading days. As shown in this table, the risk averse agents can get more rewards from their strategic bidding and have higher actual utilization rate on their generators than those of opportunistic type at the same generation capacity level.

Secondly, with the learned Q-values, the proposed bidding strategy is tested for 2,000 trading days with a different power load case, where the power load forecasted by the ICA during the first 1,000 trading days are the same as shown in Fig. 2, but those in the following 1,000 trading days are changed as shown in the Fig. 7. This change of the power load pattern can be thought of due to the change of seasons.

The average hourly market prices of the final 200 trading days of the first and second 1,000 trading days are shown in Fig. 8. The changes of market price occur only during the periods when the power loads are changed. This fact suggests to some extent that the interactions of these adaptive agents with QL-based bidding strategy lead to a stable market equilibrium over a long term in a stationary power load case, and also shows the proposed approach is capable of dealing with the bidding price decision-making problem in the dynamic auction market.

How the agents learn can be seen in Fig. 9, which displays the market prices at hour 11 and hour 14 during the 2,000 trading days. Power loads are changed from 400 MW to 425 MW at hour 11, and from 450 MW to 400 MW at hour 14, respectively, on the trading day 1,000. As can be seen from this figure, when the power load changes, the market price changes accordingly as adaptive agents interact with each other and learn from experience to develop their optimal bidding prices. It implies that agents have sensed the change of power demand and adjusted their bidding prices accordingly. It should be noted that, it takes a few days for the market prices to reach new dynamic equilibria at these hours when the power demands are changed. This can be explained that Q-Learning algorithm has a slow convergence. To reduce the influence of this drawback of Q-Learning algorithm to some extent, it is believed to be an effective way for agents to predict the hourly market price and power demand and make their bidding decisions accordingly.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

Based on the Q-Learning algorithm, an optimal bidding strategy was proposed in this paper to provide suppliers an optimal approach to maximize their profits in the long run from the day-ahead electricity auction market. Each supplier with the proposed bidding strategy can learn from experience and make full use of the
public information of the market. A penalty function was introduced to the calculation of the reward from supplier's bids. Supplier's business type—risk averse or opportunistic—were considered, the impacts of corresponding strategy on the rewards and utilization rate on generator were investigated. Also the impacts of the proposed bidding strategy on the market price were analyzed. Simulation results have shown the feasibility of this QL-based supplier bidding strategy.

In this paper, we developed a novel supplier bidding strategy in a day-ahead electricity auction market where discriminatory pricing rule is used. Extending our methodology to study markets where the uniform pricing rule is adopted will be our future work.

(Manuscript received April, 19, 2002, revised September, 27, 2002)
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